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bct:~ee!l 10 to 20 knot,s. Sma.il amounts of c~.zxlus cloxds Y 

not exceeding h/$ coverage, arc found in this current, cr,d the 

cloud tcps do not usually c>rt,zd above 3,030 feet, Rain scr;etizes 

falls from these clouds, usually as shol:ers. Xo extensive upper riddle 

cloud decks are fomd. Although the 10s~~ winds are nsrt.i;ee& 2nd Fxita 
. 

fresh, es one goes aioft, one finds that the winds turn mre xester1.y 
I 

with elevation until at about 20,000 feet they lie beti:eer, norZ-xest 

and southwest. T‘ne lresterlies then exter,d upwatis to the tropoi:euse 

increasing in speed to about 35 knots at 45,000 fe&* if the uqer 

winds are nainly soutkzesterly, rain from the trade cumulus is likely 
-.-.m... 

mount of cloud may k-crease to 6/8 or Y/3, If the upper ~zinds 

are, however, chiefly northwesterly, the cumilus clouds 

little as l/3 or 2/3 acd shoxers are less likely, 

cczsionally during this period, the ?&ds i 
thro:tghout "M~~e.42fti;:r;l~l,i;: .: 
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tire ~ktrshall Islands h%_l_ shah- spends of less ____ _ ._ -. -_- -- 

or east-north-cast. Cloud cover 

or 3/S xith tops belox 4,OCCI feet, iJlterspersed with stationary 
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There will be an extensive sheet of 

will make aircraft operations above 

sionally hazardous. This situation 

altostratus and altocumulus which 
. 

20,000 feet difficult and occa- 

is more particularly true in late 

Earth and fipril. Again, as during the norm-al trade flow >.hich is fcund 

dufillg this tine of the year, the easterly winds will vary in direction 

with height, becoming very strong westerlies above 30,000 feet and . 

reaching as high as 

are associated with 

tense and which can 

100 knots at 45,COC feet on occasion. These winds 

a weather system aloft which can become quite in- 

persist for periods in excess of a week. This 

situation is the one to be the most wary of during this period of 

operations. 
I 

3. In summary, normal trade flow weather is to be expected during 

the greater part of the period of &WILE operation. Day to day -KLuc- 

tuations from the normal will be those elements of digression which 

will have to be forecast. 
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